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Mar 3, 2013 - ... ATOMIQUE 03:58. 07 TES DOUCES LÃˆVRES 04:38 .... BolducTs latest disc, Random Masters, includes music that sounds like this: ThatTs a ... 
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NEW ALBUM



EUROPEAN RELEASE : : January 2014



RÉMI BOLDUC



RANDOM MASTERS WWW.REMIBOLDUC.COM INFO : : Effendi Records [email protected] WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/REMIBOLDUCJAZZ www.effendirecords.com 7079 Louis-Hébert Montreal QC - H2E 2X1 - Canada T : (514) 597-2345 : : Fax : (514) 597-1114



MEDIA : : Effendi Records [email protected] T : (514) 597-2345 MEDIA : : Pure Son’G [email protected] T: +33 1 53 21 06 97



Paris, France



ARTISTE TITRE GENRE



RÉMI BOLDUC RANDOM MASTERS MODERN JAZZ



F N D 1 2 2



SORTIE TRACKLISTING 01 AMORÇAGE ALÉATOIRE 07:08 02 ADN CIRCULAIRE 04:32 03 JUMEAUX MONOZYGOTES 06:52 04 TRINI MEMORIES 07:10 05 RALOS 04:56 06 POLYPHONIE ATOMIQUE 03:58 07 TES DOUCES LÈVRES 04:38 08 SUPERHÉLICOÏDAL 07:08 09 RAISE FOUR 08:51



COMPOSITIONS & ARRANGEMENTS: RÉMI BOLDUC MUSICIANS



RÉMI BOLDUC ALTO SAX



CHET DOXAS TENOR SAX



JEAN-NICOLAS TROTTIER TROMBONE



RAFAEL ZALDIVAR PIANO



RÉMI-JEAN LEBLANC ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC BASS



RICHARD IRWIN DRUMS



In creating this album, I was inspired by ongoing research on the role of chance and fate in genetics, and by certain mysteries which continue to elude science. Since rhythm has always played a major part in my artistic development, I searched deep within myself to find a personal rhythmic style for Random Masters, a style which reflects my questioning nature and my thirst for discovery, which resembles me and allows me to reach my full potential as a musician and composer. This ambitious project could not have come into being without the invaluable help of a group of young up-and-coming musicians as openminded as they are talented. RB



RÉMI BOLDUC -The indefatigable Rémi Bolduc runs many projets at high speed. Since his arrival in Montreal in 1993, where he began teaching saxophone and improvisation, Rémi Bolduc is associated with the great jazz musicians. He started his recording projects in 1996 with Marc Johnson, Owen Howard & Ben Monder. Then he recorded “Renaissance” with Montreal musicians. After a few years, he contacted the pianist Kenny Werner to realize a duo project. After their meeting, the master became a colleague and through his intervention, he was hired to teach at the prestigious Banff Centre alongside Joe Lovano, Chris Potter and Dave Douglas. From this came the third album entitled “Tchat”, a duet with Kenny. Then, Rémi turned to composition and arrangement. He recorded a fourth album in this state of mind called “Cote d’écoute” with arrangements in the foreground. While continuing his research, Rémi develops his fith projectwith one of the masters of the saxophone, Jerry Bergonzi. Puting forward his original compositions, “4 +1” is born. Then the project "Hommage à Charlie Parker”, who introduced him to jazz at the age of 17. It was awarded the "Felix" of best jazz album in 2011. In 2012, Rémi created "Random Masters", a project of unusual compositions which falls as a new style which combines random rhythmic complexity and harmonic diversity. A new adventure, unique and intense. He wons in January 2013 the “OPUS” price for best jazz concert of the year 2012. Rémi studied with Vince Mendoza (composition sand arrangements), Steve Coleman, Andy Milne and has just collaborated with drummer Ari Hoenig. He is a teacher at the Jazz Department of McGill University in Montreal, Canada. He recently played with the great bassist Dave Young, French pianist Baptiste Trotignon and saxophonists PJ Perry and Phil Dwyer.
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and' N (drumsfrom?BVP  Rémi 's latest project is a selection of his most complete and inspired compositions. These unique and complex compositions have been inspired by recent genetic research with such titles as ADN Circulaire and Jumeaux Monozygotes. There were ten pieces in all (five per set) including an arrangement of Thelonious Monk's Raise Four (played in the second set). Bolduc's saxophone's playing, as always, was excellent and superbly supported by the rich harmonies of some of Quebec's most talented emerging musicians. The rhythmic backdrop by the two guest drummers was totally organic, innovative and complex. All of the metrics used in Bolduc'scompositions were randomly chosen and the melodies ranged from frenetic to ballad with a touch of the blues Bolduc left ample room for soloists (Trottier and Doxas stood out). Among the highlights were the drum duets between Weiss and Hoenig. The first set had a more modern sound due to Leblanc's electric bass but when he switched to playing the double bass for the second set, it was more traditional. Overall the music was sophisticated and powerfully indicated Rémi Bolduc thirst for discovery and challenge.  7 &N'2
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 GreatMontreal alto   i a captivating player who's fueled by new ideas. Recipient of an Opus Prize for his 4+2 concert, he offers to curious minds and musicians alike Random Masters,  inspired by genetical research. No Ray Bradbury (sci-fi author) but a man of jazz and the blue note, I got attached to the arrangements and the hard-bop/contemporary spirit of this new release. To fully appreciate the connection in between these top musicians as well as the subtlety of the arrangements one has to be a in a calm and very open state of mind. Intellectual and a bit too serious.    >alto | &"2
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Jazzmag / Jazzman janvier 2014 n°657



www.culturejazz.fr par Thierry Giard Publié le 30 novembre 2013



Rémi BOLDUC : "Random Masters" Le label québécois Effendi nous permet de (re)découvrir le saxophoniste Rémi Bolduc. Ce musicien se produit depuis 20 ans en compagnie de musiciens de renom Outre-Atlantique (Marc Johnson, Kenny Werner, Joe Lovano...). Avec "Random Masters", l’altiste nous convie à une belle balade dans un univers musical qu’il construit avec beaucoup de soin et un indiscutable talent d’arrangeur très attaché au rythme et aux développements harmoniques assez anguleux. Brillant soliste, il est aussi fort bien entouré de musiciens de son terroir fertile. Rémi BOLDUC : "Random Masters" Effendi Records / Abeille Musique



> Effendi Records FND122 / www.effendirecords.com - Abeille Musique Rémi Bolduc : saxophone alto, compositions, arrangements / Rémi-Jean Leblanc : basse électrique, contrebasse / Rafael Zaldivar : piano / JeanNicolas Trottier : trombone / Chet Doxas : saxophone ténor / Rich Irwin : batterie



01. Amorçage aléatoire / 02. Adn circulaire / 03. Jumeaux monozygotes / 04. Trini memories / 05. Ralos / 06. Polyphonie atomique / 07. Tes douces lèvres / 08. Superhélicoïdal / 09. Raise four // Enregistré à Montréal (Québec - Canada) les 25 et 26 juin 2012. > Liens : • www.effendirecords.com/random-masters • www.remibolduc.com
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LOST SONG 

Directeur de production. SÃ©bastien Poussard. Productrice adjointe/Coordonnatrice. Sandra-Dalhie Goyer. 1es assistantes Ã  la rÃ©alisation. Anne Alloucherie. Catherine Thabourin. Scripte. Francesca Waltzing. Directeur de la photographie. Mathieu Lave
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Pure mathematics 

prove three hypotheses: (1) that the UNIVAC ... PDF block size (dB). 802.11b. Internet-2. Figure 3: The 10th-percentile work factor of Picra ... more, note the heavy tail on the CDF in Figure 3, ..... normal form. ..... Bulletin of mathematical biolo
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Pure Manual 

Copyright. Â© 1999 by freeX air sports GmbH, Harmating 2, D-82544 Egling, Tel. ... the best possible support, it would be very helpful if you would also answer .... the full 16cm of travel on the A-riser of the PURE to be used without .... pilot's ab
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Shelter song 

Transcribed by [email protected] - jazz-transcriptions.blogspot.fr. B. E. E7. 23. &. ###. Shelter song. Temples. Sun structures, Temples, 2014 ?###. Riff. &.
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Your song 

Your song (Elton John). Capo 1. D G A G. D. G A . F#m Bm. G. It's a little bit funny this feeling inside. I'm not one of those who can easily hide. D. A. F#.
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Pure Emotion 

direct drive motors, two pinch rollers and a tape tension head. We did an analog transfer for each high-res sampling and A & B comparisons were made with the original LP, using the KRONOS turntable with a BLACK BEAUTY tone arm. 192kHz was done using 
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Ugadi song in telugu 

xmsÃƒË�Â¡â‰ s: ry*gRiÂªRÎ©Li ry*gRiÂªRÎ©Li J xqs*Ã€â‰¥Ã¿Â©sW! LSâ„¢sâˆ�Râˆ‚W Ã¸RÂ¡ÃƒË�Â¡gS aSLiÂºÎ©-gSÂ©sV. 1.Ã†â„¢s[â‰¤Tâˆ‚-c-NSLiÂºÎ© NRPÃƒÂ¡zqs â„¢soÂ©sÄ± c @ÂµÃ™jâˆ‚ Ã€â‰¥Ã¿Â©sVâ„¢ ...
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(Love song) For Annie 

(Love song) For Annie (Kaleidoscope/Fairfield Parlour). Am. C. D. F. Come, all ye ... Let falling tears paint your face but don't do it too soon. C. G. F. C. Take time ...
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Banana boat song 

Hide the deadly black tarantula. Daylight come and me wan' go home. Lift six foot, seven foot, eight foot bunch. Daylight come and me wan' go home. Six foot ...
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The Pure 

The Pure present a number of interesting questions and concepts to ... that has nothing in common with the Forsaken save some supernatural .... evidence â€” history is relative to the teller. It is no differ- ...... A few packs in the Philippines req
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Pure mathematics 

scripted a 8-year-long trace arguing that our design is not feasible .... Linux Version 1.0's historical ABI in 1970, he could not have ... Auget as a kernel patch [168, 148, 191, 99, 152, 58,. 129, 128 ..... The state of the art. vortrag vor der lon
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Ik's Moby song collection 

254 Natural Blues. Moby. 1999 Play. 04:13. Mute. CDStumm172. 255. Single Version. Moby. 2000 Natural Blues. 03:30. Mute .... 1996 Sugar Baby. 14:11.
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Song for Rachel 

TOUS DROITS RÉSERVÉS - ALLE RECHTE VORBEHALTEN - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED www.editions-bim.com. Flute. Piano mp. Andante p. Andante p. 5 p.
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Random 01 2 

There are 3 bins of books in a classroom. The number of books in each bin is shown in the picture below. 23 37 56 Kyle takes all the books out of the bins and ...
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a little wanting song 
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SONG BOOK - SuperTonin 

Jul 14, 2012 - But others are puzzles, puzzling me. All that noise, and all .... When the kids had killed the man, I had to break up the band. Oh yeah. Ooooooo.
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SONG BOOK - SuperTonin .fr 

May 18, 2007 - A whole life so lonely. And then you ...... Depeche Mode - World full of nothing. Close ...... Aunque me duela el alma y yo, y yo mi amor te grite.
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The Hello song 

Hello, hello, hello ! what's your name ? Hello, hello, hello ! My name is John, my name is John. Hello, John ! Hello, John ! Hello ! Hello, hello, hello ! what's your ...
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SONG BOOK - SuperTonin 

Jun 24, 2009 - I think I'll play poker. Stay out every night. Throw stones at the ...... Y en mi reloj todas las horas vi pasar. Porque te vas. Todas las promesas de ...
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the morning song 

Page 1 ... Editions Bim, CH-1674 Vuarmarens, Switzerland ... BIM TU1b. Photocpoying is illegal - photocopier est illégal - Photokopieren ist rechtswidrig. 5.
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3Chinese Folk song 

Å“ Å“Å“Å“ Å“ .Ë™ Å“ Å“. 1 Å“. 4 Å“. 1. Ë™ w. & ? 5 .Å“. 4 j Å“Å“ Å“ Å“Å“. Ë™. Ë™ Å“Å“. 1 .Ë™. 2 w Å“. F. 1 Å“. 2 Å“. 1 Å“. 2 Å“ Å“Å“Å“ .Ë™ Å“ Å“Å“Å“ Ë™. Ë™. 2. Ë™. Chinese Folk Song. Level Three.
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random topology - Maurice Clerc 

Mar 27, 2007 - 2 Method 1: the very first (and bad) idea vet S = {P1 ... Ëœy whomF â€žhe finâ€”l result is â€” niâ„¢e distriËœution of the sum of S âˆ’1 .... prob (Y = n) = Cnâˆ’1.
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Renaissance DeEsser - Sound Pure 

artifact of the amplitude modulation applied by the compressor. This same type of crossover is used in the well-accepted Waves C1, and C4. â€¢ Adaptive threshold ...
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DP_MS Eng.pub - PURE SON'G 

Photo : Marc Vanappelghem ... Traditional and modern instruments combine with Macire's soulful voice and mix beautifully. ... brass section and coterie of electric guitarists - with trad touches from kora, ..... whole, the packaging is not the most i
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